
FIRST TEST

To enhance comfort
there is some forward
and lateral flex
a round the ankle cuff,
so while the upper
andsolearestiffand
supportive the boot
is more comfortable
than expected.

Norwegian
welted stitching

The midsole is stitched
to the upper to increase
durability and stiffness.
Theoutsoleisthen
bonded to the midsole,
which allows theoutsole
to be easily replaced
without the upper losing
its shape.

Waterproof lining
There is a Gore-Tex waterproof lining
inside, which is well-protected by the
leather upperon the outside and a
soft foam padding on the inside, so
comfortable, dry feet should be expected.

Zamberlan Tofane GT EZSO
Does traditional boot construction havea placeamong modern designs of the 21st century?

I orwegian welt stitched boot
construction was commonplace
until the 1980s. Such boots were

heavy and required breaking in, but
they would last a lifetime. Since then
lighterboots with bonded construction
have taken over. So why is Zamberlan
now reintroducing weltstitched
construction on the new Tofane GT?

According to the manufacturers
theTofane's Norwegian welted
construction ensures retention of
thebootshapeduring prolonged use,
so the productshouldlasta lifetime.

Putting theTofaneGTon, I certainly
felta whiff of tradition here. The
boot is beautifully made. The leather

upper oozes traditional values of
craftsmanship, functionality, comfort
and durability. As I laced them up,
the boots hugged the contours of my
feet without localised pressure spots,
and flexed gently with my foot. They
were certainly more comfortable than
anything I had worn in the Eighties; and
indeed they were more comfortable
than many bootsttest today.

The key is that this boot combines
traditional construction with modern
materials. So inside that-Nerwegian
weltstitched design is a modern Gore-
Tex waterproof lining and some foam
padding. Priorto the Eighties, boots
needed breaking in - but theTofane felt

great straight from the box. Underfoot
there is a Vibram sole unit, which can
be removed, replaced and rebonded to
the upper. Surprisingly theoutsole does
have a relatively shallow pattern of lugs
fora boot that is dearly designed to last
a lifetime, but it can be easily replaced.

There are lighter and lovfer-pricetl
options out there but there is probably
no boot that will give the lifetime of

V com fort and performance that the
VYofaneGTcan offer. Sadly,;! doubt many

people wanta bootthatwilllasta
lifetime any more-particularly when
it weighs and costs more than the
alternatives. But this is a superb boot for
those with traditional values. D

FACTS

TheTofane offers traditional construction with a modern twist. If you are not dedicated
to short-term weight and price benefits, this boot is a superb long-term investment.

Price £280
Upper 2.8mm Hydroblocfull
grain waxed leather; Gore-Tex
waterprooflining
Sole Zamberlan Vibram
NorTrak, dual density PL)
cushioning
Sizes 40-48
Weight 2080g (pair, size 46)
Made in Italy
Stockist details -tel. (0161)
432 0319; www.zamberlan.com
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